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          im trying to test webviewer to see if it can work better than the control we are currently using, but i need it to be able to send the pdf to a server to save it instead of saving it as a blob. how can i do that in the js for the web viewer?
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	Cross origin workers - Setting Remote Workers
	Get started with Full API - Setting up your JavaScript document
	Convert PDF to image in JavaScript - Using WebViewer
	Common Issues - My non PDF documents are failing when using WebViewer Server

APIs:	Extension
	Core - xodOptions
	Core. Annotations -  setCustomSerializeHandler(annotationClass, serializeHandler)

Forums:	Couldn’t download the pdf in the webviewer UI in React app after adding free Text annotation programmatically in the app
	Angular 11 Core not defined when implementing Custom UI
	PDF not render in existing Angular 7.3.9 project with PDFTron Angular Webviewer 8.7.0
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          Hi There,

Thank you for contacting WebViewer support.

I’d like to understand better what do you need. On your case, save the PDF file as a Blob is not an option?

Because once you have the PDF as a blob you can send that blob data to the server. For example jquery - How can javascript upload a blob? - Stack Overflow.

Best,

Dandara Navarro

Web Software Developer

PDFTron Systems, Inc.
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          i want to apply page manipulation in my  web viewer

want to that pdf manipulation save as xml or blob

if blob wat to know blob code if xml want to know event to get its xml for react.js
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          Hello huzeifajahangir,

You can get the PDF as a blob by following this guide: Apryse Documentation | Documentation

Let me know if this works for you. If I misunderstood your question, please provide an example or extra details.

Best regards,

Tyler
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